Program Implementation at ICFP2022

SUNDAY 13 NOVEMBER

PRE-CONFERENCE

8:50 AM – 5:00 PM
Engage - Create - Innovate - Document: Implementation, storytelling, social media and engagement with decision-makers
Monitoring Implementation of Family Planning Practices
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TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER

INTERACTIVE SESSIONS

PATTAYA 16 - PEACH CONVENTION CENTER, LEVEL 4
10:15 - 11:35 AM TF: Outlets for program implementation on the shelf, preseeding of services to base communautaire
11:45 - 1:10 PM SH: Take it to scale: Engaging with the Experts
2:40 - 3:00 PM SH: Using the FP Goals: Identifying Opportunities and the Estimated Impact of Different Scale-Up Scenarios
6:15 - 6:35 PM SF: Resources and partners of PCSP para y desde América Latina y el Caribe
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WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER

INTERACTIVE SESSIONS

PATTAYA 16 - PEACH CONVENTION CENTER, LEVEL 4
10:15 - 11:35 AM TF: Outlets and innovation of distribution of the products to booster the utilization of the contraceptives
11:45 - 1:10 PM SH: Translating insights (and more) into inclusive service delivery at scale
2:40 - 4:00 PM SH: La gestion des connaissances pour la PP: un outil pratique
9:15 - 10:30 PM SF: Comment les mobilisations multi-acteurs font avancer les OSSR
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ROUND TABLE SESSIONS

ROYAL SUMMIT CHAMBER A - ROYAL CLIFF BEACH HOTEL
1:30-2:35 PM
1:30 - 2:35 PM TF: Les résultats de recherche de qualité sur la FP et leur utilisation pour informer les politiques et programmes dans la région de l'Afrique de l'Ouest
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RECEPTION

VICTOR PATAYA SEABOURN 1 FLOOR 17
5:00 - 7:00 PM
A Night to Celebrate Partnerships in Program Implementation

Program Implementation at ICFP2022

www.ibpnetwork.org
ibpnetwork@who.int
ibp_network
icfp2022.org/program-implementation

Visit our exhibition area at ICFP!

WHO / HRP / IBP Network
Stop by WHO, HRP and the IBP Network at booths 150 — 152!

USEFUL LINKS

• IBP 360° Total Program Implementation
  Subcommittee on 360° program implementation
  • WHO/HRP/IBP Network
  • High Impact Practice
  • WHO (Department of Social and Reproductive Health
  (SRH) and Urban Health and Research (UHR))

SHARE YOUR SRH KNOWLEDGE THROUGH STORYTELLING

The IBP Network believes in the power of a good story. Learn more to use the art of storytelling to document your knowledge of what works in FP/ SRH programming and to convey key evidence and interventions make a real difference in people’s lives.

Read Implementation Stories in local use of
@ibp_network
ibpnetwork.org/page/implementation-stories

Download our list of resources on how FP/SRH
works and why that work
ibpnetwork.org/page/storytelling-resources

CURATE AND SHARE CONERENCE RESOURCES

We have partnered with FP insight (www.fpinformation.org) for conference planners and, with the support of the FP/HR community, to offer FP insight has over 900 users from over 75 countries FP/RH planning material and discover new resources for family planning and reproductive health (FP/HR) professionals with FP insight as Pinterest. the digital platform provides users with a creative way to share and organize their family planning material and discover new resources for their work through interactive mindmaps. FP insight offers - like Pinterest - the platform provides users with a creative way to share and organize their family planning material and discover new resources for their work through interactive mindmaps. FP insight offers

To access collections of resources for each of the professionals to find, save, organize and promote their work, through interactive newsfeeds.

www.fp-information.org
www.icfp2022.org/agenda
www.icfp2022.org/agenda at a glance